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Aesop. Aesop's Fables; illus. by Heidi Holder. Viking, 1981. 80-26265. iSBN 0-670-10643-7.
25p. $12.95.
Nine fables, with concluding morals printed in italics on spaciously laid-out pages,
R have been chosen as a show case for a new, self-taught children's book illustrator.
4- Heidi Holder would strike few as either; her intricately designed and detailed paint-
* ings, most of which are full-page and delicately framed, have a striking use of per-
spective and composition, a restrained and sophisticated use of color, and a grave
beauty that is reminiscent in mood and technique of the work of Nancy Burkert.
Lovely.
Barrett, Ron. The Daily Blab. Random House, 1981. 81-2618. ISBN 0-394-84811-X. 72p. illus.
$1.95.
Banana-peel humor reigns supreme in a cartoon-illustrated paperback that is a
Ad mock newspaper. There's an advice column, an interview with a plant, lead articles
4-6 on reaching the top of the world's lowest mountain and on the election of a gerbil to
the presidency in France, a weather forecast ("Today we can look forward to wea-
ther over most parts of the country.") and a garden column and sports features and
ads and so on. There's humor here, but it's exaggerated, and the heavy slapstick does
pall.
Basile, Giambattista. Petrosinella: A Neapolitan Rapunzel; ad. from the translation by John
Edward Taylor; illus. by Diane Stanley. Warne, 1981. 80-25840. ISBN 0-7232-6196-2.
27p. $11.95; $10.95 until 12/31/81.
Based on the Taylor translation of 1847, this variant of the more familiar "Rapun-
R zel" was first published in a collection of Italian tales compiled by Basile at the start
3-5 of the seventeenth century. Typical of the source is the fact that the ogress of the
story lives next door to the woman who later gives birth to the lovely little Pet-
rosinella. (Pregnant, the woman had an uncontrollable urge to steal the parsley, the
/ petrosinella, that grew in the ogress' garden.) The imprisonment in a tower, the
i coming of a handsome prince, the use of Petrosinella's long hair as a ladder, and the
escape of the lovers are all expectable, but there are some differences in this Mediter-
ranean version of the story, particularly in the lack of a refrain like "Rapunzel,
Rapunzel, let down your hair" and in the details of the lovers' escape. This is a useful
variant for the storyteller, it can be read aloud to younger children, and it can be
enjoyed by readers of any age for the illustrations, strongly composed paintings with
rich use of color and great delicacy of detail, softly grave in the true romantic
tradition.
[41 ]
Boegehold, Betty Virginia Doyle. In the Castle of the Cats; illus. by Jan Brett. Dutton, 1981.
80-22144. ISBN 0-525-32541-7. 28p. $10.25.
Beautifully detailed and textured, Brett's soft pencil drawings effectively in-
M corporate shades of blue to achieve a cool, remote mood. The story has a four-
K-2 month-old heroine, Miou, who is curious about the cats who come and go; she asks
the oldest cat, Oshiva, if she may look through the telescope; she sees Purrkins go off
on the road to the "great wide world because it is time for her to go. And because she
wants to go." Next morning, while Oshiva is playing her flute, Miou looks through
the telescope again and sees Purrkins wearing a bell and playing in a big sandy yard.
Alarmed, the little cat is reassured by the older one: some day she may wish to go,
but until then she is safe in the castle, high on a faraway mountain. If this is meant as
reassurance to children that they need not leave home until they are ready, it seems a
bit obscure and possibly premature for the read-aloud audience. If it's meant as pure
fantasy, it is a tenuous and ineffectual conception, although adequately written. The
strength of the book is in the technique of the illustrations.
Bond, Nancy. The Voyage Begun. Atheneum, 1981. 81-3481. ISBN 0-689-50204-4. 319p.
$12.95.
Paul has come to Cape Cod with his parents because the government has sent his
R ster, rigid father to the Research Station; his mother tries to keep up her social
6-10 standards in the isolation of their lives; Paul is ignored by the local adolescents (who
meet him at school) because he's a "Station kid." For this is the future, a future in
which the region is ecologically moribund, a victim of the pollution and greed that
have affected the energy resources and the economy of the whole country. This is the
setting for what is probably Bond's most gripping story (and the others have been
very good indeed) and one that is most pertinent to our lives. The characters, drawn
with depth and nuance, are oddly assorted: a tough girl of eleven, her even tougherv brother (a young adolescent and already a petty criminal), and two adult friends
brought in by Paul, all united in a secret effort to find and recondition an abandoned
. ,j boat so that one old man can be stirred from his lethargy and moved out of a nursing
home. The chapters are usually from either Paul's or Mickey's (the girl's) viewpoint
and move together in a smooth fusing that is like the fusing of Mickey's interests and
those of the old man, or of Mickey's friendship with Paul, a relationship that begins
with suspicion and hostility. Hard to say which is the more impressive, the merging
of characters and story line, or the convincingly bleak context for the events.
Cohen, Barbara, ad. Yussel's Prayer: A Yom Kippur Story; illus. by Michael J. Deraney.
Lothrop, 1981. 80-25377. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00460-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-
00461-X. 28p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Grave, softly textured and contoured drawings illustrate a reverent, quiet story
SpC about true piety. In a small Polish village of the past, a rich man and his sons go to a
3-5 synagogue to spend the holy day in prayer and fasting; the orphan boy, Yussel, who
works for them, has to stay on the farm and tend the cows. The wealthy man grows
restive by the end of the day, during which he has thought with anticipation of the end
of his fast and has thought with greed of a business matter. He wonders why the rabbi
is so slow in reaching the closing prayer and learns that it was not until he heard (in a
vision) a simple melody that opened the gates of heaven, that he wanted to end the
service. It was Yussel's prayerful song he heard in his vision. The rich man realizes
this, is ashamed, and takes Yussel into his home to break the fast that both have kept,
the man with outward observance, the child with full devotion. This is a sedate story,
[42]
competently told and probably best suited to family use or in a religious education
program.
Cohen, Miriam. Jim Meets the Thing; illus. by Lillian Hoban. Greenwillow, 1981. 81-1026.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00616-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00617-5. 29 p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
In another perceptive and amusing story about Jim and his first-grade peers, Cohen
R explores the phenomena of fear and of feeling shame about the fear. What terrifies
K-, i •  ishe Thing, a television monster that all his classmates dote on. With the
( \ erring instinct children have, they discover this and tease Jim-but they are im-
~\• 4 pressed when Jim calmly removes a praying mantis (which the others fear to touch)
S from Danny's shoulder. The story, blithe and brisk but pithy, closes with a group
S confessional about fears, and with Jim feeling that he, the newly-dubbed Mantis Man,
can cope with anything, even The Thing. The Hoban illustrations of slightly scruffy
children are engaging as ever.
Craig, M. Jean. The Man Whose Name Was Not Thomas; illus. by Diane Stanley. Doubleday,
1981. 78-22626. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-15064-4; Prebound ed. ISBN 0-385-15065-2.
28p. Trade ed. $7.95; Prebound ed. $8.90.
Deftly bucolic paintings, nicely framed and decorated, illustrate a tale that is nega-
R tively told, as the title is, in large part by a statement of what didn't happen, or wasn't
K-3 chosen. The man who was not named Thomas (or several other names) had ajob that
o wasn't farming or bricklaying or weaving; he didn't want to marry someone with
S-" dvar a torn jacket or a sweater with a hole in the elbow-and so on. The story ends
, with a snug new house built, the man making a magnificent wedding cake and marry-
\• JJ ing the woman he loved. All of what isn't said in the text is shown in the pictures (so
that readers can see the man's a baker) and the many names the man does have are
S revealed during the wedding ceremony. Amusing, different, sunny, and nicely told.
Curtis, Patricia. Cindy: A Hearing Ear Dog; illus. with photographs by David Cupp. Dutton,
1981. 80-24487. ISBN 0-525-27950-4. 55p. $10.25.
It never lessens a book's appeal to have photographs of a beguiling small animal,
R and the pictures of the energetic and affectionate Cindy being trained as a hearing ear
3P5 dog add that appeal here. A comparatively new program (less than a decade old) to
SJ aid the hearing-impaired, this training of dog and owner is described in a brisk,
\ V ~taightforward text, the description being followed by a discussion of such training
Yprograms, a list of organizations that have training programs, and a relative index.
Davis, Gibbs. Maud Flies Solo. Bradbury, 1981. 80-27084. ISBN 0-87888-173-5. 198p. $8.95.
Maud, age eleven, has always been a close companion of her sister Lily, two years
older. Lily, however, has reached the age when she has put away childish things.
Ad She's interested in Adolescent Things like a bra and she has a giggling girl friend with
5-7 whom to share her new interests. Maud's other abiding passion is flying-not that she
does it, she just dreams of it. This is an entertaining first novel, written with flair but
not always quite believable; the author has used humor and exaggeration to give
vitality in incidents, perhaps as a substitute for a strong story line. What happens is
an amalgam of incidents that ring true, particularly in minor events, and of others
(Maud dyeing her hair, Maud helping Lily and her friend prepare for baptism at a
church in another part of town) that have a note of contrivance, of theatrical effect.
[43]
De Paola, Thomas Anthony, illus. The Friendly Beasts: An Old English Christmas Carol; illus.
by Tomie de Paola. Putnam, 1981. 80-15391. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-399-20739-2;
Paper ed. ISBN 0-399-20777-5. 26p. Hardcover ed. $9.95; Paper ed. $4.95.
The words of a familiar English Christmas carol are illustrated in a reverent mood,
R placid and gentle, and more spacious than the pages of most de Paola books. The soft
K-3 colors of the ink paintings of scenes from the stable are framed lightly, and the
Nativity story is, visually, prefaced and concluded by pages in frieze style with choir
boys. The notation-melody line only-for the song about the beasts who pay hom-
age on Christmas Eve is included at the back of the book.
deTreville, Susan. Reptiles and Amphibians: Color and Story Album; illus. by Stan deTreville.
Troubador Press, 1981. ISBN 0-89844-025-4. 30p. $3.95.
In oversize format, this paperback book doubles as a source of information and a
Ad coloring book. The arrangement of material is random, and there is no index (or table
3-6 of contents) to give access to the species discussed, but the material itself is interest-
ing and the text written in a lively, informal style. Perhaps because the book is
intended to be used as a coloring book, the descriptions of each animal's appearance
is detailed. The drawings are similarly detailed, a bit crowded by background clutter.
Each drawing faces a page of text; the text includes information on habits and habitat,
reproduction, occasionally on species that are similar (the Arizona coral snake
and the Sonora Mountain king snake) and often on how an animal is useful to people.
Pronunciation is given for words deemed to be unfamiliar. Among the species de-
scribed are the green iguana, the bullfrog, the American alligator, the Gila monster,
the green sea turtle, the Western toad, Arrow-poison frogs, and the Komodo dragon.
Diop, Birago. Mother Crocodile; tr. and ad. by Rosa Guy; illus. by John Steptoe. Delacorte,
1981. 80-393. Trade ed. ISBN 0-440-06405-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-440-06406-6. 26p.
Trade ed. $10.95; Library ed. $10.42.
Adapted from the French original, a story in a collection of Ouolof tales from
Ad Senegal, this is illustrated by boldly designed, usually softly colored paintings that
K-3 are beautifully composed but, on some pages, distractingly shadowed in a technique
that can be striking at a distance but often seems cluttered on the page. It is Uncle
Amadou, the storyteller, who tells the village children about the wicked monkey
Golo who said that Dia, Mother Crocodile, was crazy; he even convinced the little
crocodiles; they grew angry when Dia told them tales of men rather than of
crocodiles, they ignored her when she warned of danger because there was a war
among people. Some were killed, and only the smallest crocodiles (and Uncle
Amadou's audience) learned that children should learn to listen to their elders. This
cautionary tale has drama, but it is slow-moving and uneven, with most of the action
at the very end. The translation is adequately smooth, the illustrations handsome.
Disney (Walt) Productions. Tod and Copper: From the Fox and the Hound. Random House,
1981. 81-2619. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84819-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94819-X.
40p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.99.
Based on the Disney production, The Fox and the Hound, this is an animal story
NR drawn in pedestrian cartoon style and told in a flat manner ("The hens were afraid of
K-2 him. They jumped up and squawked! Squawk! Squawk! Squawk!") The story has
one strong aspect, the implication that prejudice is a learned attitude and must be
instilled in the young, but it is otherwise tenuous. A fox pup and a dog pup are friends
until the dog is trained to hunt; then they cannot be friends any longer-but when the
dog joins an older hound in chasing the little fox, he makes a decision ("I don't want
[44]
you to be killed, Tod, I will let you go.") that is based more on sentimentality than on
natural animal behavior.
Dumas, Philippe. The Lippizaners and the Spanish Riding School of Vienna; written and illus.
by Philippe Dumas; tr. by Mariana Fitzpatrick. Prentice-Hall, 1981. 80-26008. ISBN
0-13-537068-X. 65p. $9.95.
The vigorous, lively line drawings of horses and riders are adequately spaced on
M oversize pages, illustrating a text that gets off to a slow start. Since most of the book
5-7 is about the training of Lippizaner horses at the Spanish Riding School in Vienna,
there seems little reason for the self-indulgent reminiscences of the author about his
boyhood; the book is also weakened by the rapturous and reverent tone: ". . . high
school horsemanship is a kind of philosophy," or ". . . they (horses) remain in-
comparable tools in our search for self-knowledge." When Dumas does get to the gist
of his subject, the movements and training of the horses, the drawings almost carry
the text; the latter, unfortunately, is often inadequate in describing a movement or
sequence.
Duvoisin, Roger Antoine. The Importance of Crocus; written and illus. by Roger Duvoisin.
Knopf, 1981. 81-5030. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84957-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-
94957-9. 28p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.99.
In Crocus (reviewed in the March, 1978 issue) the amicable crocodile on the
R Sweetpeas' farm was supplied with false teeth so that he could feel important; in this
4-6 sequel, he is made to feel inferior because he's the only animal on the farm who does
yrs. nothing but lie about on the grass. (Concepts of appropriate locale or climate are
ignored in this cheerful series.) Here Crocus feels important again when the Sweet-
peas have a pond dug; Crocus is then able to frighten such predators as owls, foxes,
eagles, and "ill-bred" dogs away from his farm friends. (No explanation of why he
couldn't fill the same role on dry land.) All Duvoisin's books have had a sunny ending
as does this last one; like the many other books he illustrated, this posthumous
publication is cheerful, colorful, and agreeably bucolic.
Eyerly, Jeannette. The Seeing Summer; illus. by Emily Arnold McCully. Lippincott, 1981.
81-47440. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-31965-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-31966-5. 153p.
Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.89.
Ten-year-old Carey had hoped that somebody her age would move into the house
Ad next door, but she was deeply disappointed when it happened that way, because the
4-6 new girl was blind. Although the story is used as a medium for the author's message
about how well blind people can cope, how much they can do, and how they like to
be treated, these facts are smoothly incorporated into the narrative, so that it's
primarily a story of friendship; it's given dramatic impact by the fact that Jenny is
kidnapped and Carey goes to her rescue (a bit heavy on coincidence at this point).
The kidnapping and the girls' rescue (not clearly explained) have a slight note of
contrivance; the writing style is adequate, the characters and dialogue believable,
and the strongest aspect of the story the demonstration (rather than the statement)
that a blind child can achieve a large measure of cheerful independence.
Freedman, Russell. Farm Babies. Holiday House, 1981. 81-2898. ISBN 0-8234-0426-9. 40p.
illus. with photographs. $8.95.
Although the engaging pictures of animal young may appeal to very young chil-
R dren, the amount and the level of the facts given in this text make it more appropriate
K-2 for the child in kindergarten or primary grades. The fact that the publishers use
[4Q
phonetic spellings for species indicate an expected use by the independent reader.
The text, which includes barn owls and barn swallows in addition to the usual farm
animals, describes what each animal is like at birth, what it can do, and how the
young are taken care of by their mothers. An index is appended.
Gibbons, Gail. Trucks. T. Y. Crowell, 1981. 81-43039. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04118-7; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-690-04119-5. 28p. illus. Trade ed. $9.30 Library ed. $8.89.
Clean-lined, precise drawings of brightly-colored trucks show the variety of func-
R tions they perform; some of the text is, in fact, divided by function: pushing
K-3 (bulldozer, pickup with snowplow) or pulling (two truck, flatbed truck) or digging
holes (crane, backhoe). This serves its primary purpose very well, with drawings and
icaptions combining to make it easy for children to identify types of trucks. Its minor
weakness is that the drawings are crowded on some pages, creating awkward per-
spectives; its major strength is that some of the double spreads are paired: after the
two pages that show five types of trucks that lift things, for example, there's a
ouble-page spread in which the same trucks are shown (each in three small boxes of
Sa cartoon-style ministrip) functioning, not labelled, but identifiable by function as
well as by color.
arris, Robie H. I Hate Kisses; illus. by Diane Paterson. Knopf, 1981. 79-18370. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-394-84324-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94324-4. 28p. Trade ed. $8.95; Li-
brary ed. $8.99.
On the same wavelength as Elizabeth Winthrop's Sloppy Kisses (reviewed in the
Ad January, 1981 issue) is this story for the lap audience; illustrated with tinted drawings
3-5 that have fine detail but that often are crowded, the story may need-for some
yrs. children-an explanation of why the protagonist, Peter, suddenly refuses to give or
accept kisses and spurns a favorite stuffed toy. The author does not explain why,
which weakens the story despite the fact that it's quite realistic in depicting a small
child's wavering need to feel older (Peter goes back to his toy and accepts one healing
kiss when he gets a bump) and that it's competently told. Peter's parents are
exemplary in response: they accept Peter's dictum but are clearly ready to resume
bussing at a moment's notice.
Hess, Lilo. Bird Companions. Scribner, 1981. 80-26787. ISBN 0-684-16874-X. 32p. Illus.
with photographs. $10.95.
Several full-color photographs at the beginning of the book have captions and can
R be used for identification; succeeding photographs are black-and-whites, carefully
4-6 placed in relation to the text, but uncaptioned. Most of the text is devoted to descrip-
tions of the several kinds of birds that are most popular as pets; Hess also discusses
the way to choose birds and how best to house, feed, and otherwise care for them. An
index gives access to the contents of the book.
Hunter, Mollie. You Never Knew Her As I Did! Harper, 1981. 81-47114. Trade ed. ISBN
0-06-022678-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022679-X. 216p. Trade ed. $10.50; Library
ed. $9.89.
The story of a period of time in the life of Mary, Queen of Scots, is told by Will
Douglas, a sixteen-year-old by-blow of Sir William Douglas, who had been assigned
the task of keeping Mary prisoner on an island. This is set at the time when Bothwell
is in disgrace, suspected of the slaying of Darnley; Mary is the victim of the Earl of
Moray's lust for power, and she is forced to abdicate so that Moray can act as
regent. Young Will feels a loyalty to the Queen that changes to a devoted love as he
comes to know her and helps to plan her escape. The story is adroitly fictionalized;
[46]
Hunter uses facts when they are known and bases imagined incidents or dialogue on
what is known of the persons who played parts in her tragic life story. This is written
with skill, polish, and a high narrative sense; it brings history to life.
Hurwitz, Johanna. Baseball Fever; illus. by Ray Cruz. Morrow, 1981. 81-5633. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-688-00701-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00711-2. 128p. Trade ed. $7.95; Li-
brary ed. $7.63.
Ezra, ten, is a devoted baseball fan, a fact that is neither understood or condoned
R by his father, a European-born academician. There's frequent friction between the
3-5 two, as Dad tries to get Ezra to read good books or to play chess; he buys Ezra a
/ computerized chess game for his tenth birthday and agrees that he'll go to a ball game
it Ezra can teat him in a chess game. lhat does happen, and it's the closing episode
of the story, but the turning point in improved father-son relations comes when an
influential colleague of Dad's discovers Ezra's knowledge, discloses his own love of
baseball, and convinces Dad that Ezra's concentrated interest and apt memorization
of baseball data indicate a high intelligence that will some day turn to other fields. A
brisk, breezy story about a believable family is told with warmth and humor.
Jones, Penelope. Holding Together. Bradbury, 1981. 80-27101. ISBN 0-87888-177-8. 173p.
$8.95.
"Why does she always have to be sick? It's not fair. I don't know anybody else's
Ad mother who is sick all the time." Fourth-grader Vickie is disappointed because Mom
4-5 can't come to the class play. It takes a while before Vickie realizes that her mother
has terminal cancer. After she dies, Vickie feels closer to the older sister with whom
she had once bickered so much, and she knows that Daddy is right, that the three
survivors need each other more than ever. The characters are believable, the re-
lationships and the changes within them also credible, and the writing style adequate;
what is absent from the book is a sharp sense of conflict or loss; somehow the events
and emotions seem subdued and monochrome.
Kiefer, Irene. Poisoned Land: The Problem of Hazardous Waste. Atheneum, 1981. 80-22120.
ISBN 0-689-30837-X. 90p. illus. with photographs. $8.95.
With a background in chemistry and scientific journalism, Kiefer is well-qualified
R to discuss the problems posed by the burgeoning chemical industry and the wastes
6-9 (many dangerous, some lethal) that must be disposed of. In the past, the text points
out, lack of laws or enforcement of safety codes led to careless dumping of pollutants
into water or land; since the establishment of the Resource Conservation and Re-
covery Act of 1976, there has been a careful watch kept on hazardous wastes. The
author describes the methods that can be used in handling wastes so that dangers are
reduced or eliminated, and she discusses ways to avoid problems in the future. A
straightforward style, authoritative handling, and a well-organized text give good
information on a timely topic; a glossary and index are included.
Klass, Sheila Solomon. Nobody Knows Me in Miami. Scribner, 1981. 81-1922. ISBN 0-684-
16851-0. 149p. $9.95.
The setting is Brooklyn, the time 1937, the narrator Miriam Greenfield, the younger
Ad daughter in an Orthodox Jewish family. Mama's sister, Aunt Lili, arrives from her
4-6 Miami home and announces that she and her wealthy husband want to adopt Miriam.
The latter has the few days of the Passover holiday to make up her mind, since her
parents have said the choice is hers. The Greenfields are poor, but theirs is a warm
loving household: Miriam is enchanted with the idea of new clothes and other ad-
vantages, but against the combined pulls of her best friend, her family, and the fact
[47]
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that she'd be a stranger to Miami neighbors (your Brooklyn neighbors might not all
like you but they all knew who you were) make the outcome fairly predictable.
Miriam decides to stay in Brooklyn, a rich little poor girl. The structure is adequate,
the characters firmly drawn; the story is not strong in pace or development of action,
but it has a convincing first-person style and some flavorful dialogue.
Klein, Monica. Backyard Basketball Superstar; illus. by Nola Langner. Pantheon, 1981. 80-
22113. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84521-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94521-2. 45p. (I-
Am-Reading Books) Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $7.99.
Jeremy is upset when his younger sister, good at running, jumping, and shooting,
Ad announces she's going to try out for the basketball team he's starting. At the tryouts,
1-3 Melanie does so well that the boys vote-with no dissent-to make her a member of
the team. That's the story, and it's adequately told for the beginning independent
reader and adequately illustrated with mildly humorous pencil drawings. The simple
vocabulary, large print, spacious page layout, and division into chapters should
appeal to readers; the not-bad-for-a-girl concept almost defeats the patently feminist
intent.
Knight, Hilary, illus. The Twelve Days of Christmas; illus. by Hilary Knight. Macmillan, 1981.
81-2599. ISBN 0-02-750870-6. 28p. $8.95.
Soft-toned paintings of engaging animal characters sustain a blithe mood as Knight
R gives a new interpretation of the words of the familiar holiday song. Each day Ben-
K-4 jamin (name on mailbox) trots down to road from his little cabin to the large house
where Bedelia (again, mailbox) lives. Busy at her household tasks, Bedelia shows no
reaction to her gifts, nor do they seem to clutter the house. Only at the end, when
Bedelia displays a poster for a Christmas Fair, and the last (double) page unfolds, can
the reader see the full spectacle of the accumulated gifts: the swans in a water ballet,
the geese on a ferris wheel, the dancers up in the bandshell. It's a dazzling spectacle,
all the more effective for the suspense about where the true love's presents were put.
There are some running gags, like the raccoon (a masked bandit) who struggles
through picture after picture, trying to open the garbage can, and some amusing
conceits, such as the fact that the twelve lords who are a-leaping are frogs.
Koehn, Ilse. Tilla. Greenwillow, 1981. 81-2217. ISBN 0-688-00650-7. 240p. $8.95.
A story set in Germany begins with the bombing of Dresden in February of 1945,
Ad when fifteen-year-old Renate cycles into town from the country to find her family
7-10 killed. En route to Berlin, where her aunt lives, she meets Rolf, a year older; he
becomes her love, and eventually they become lovers. There's a separation when she
learns of his infidelity, but Tilla (a pet name for Renate) eventually forgives Rolf and
the story ends with their reunion. Despite the drama and tragedy of the background,
the plot is both slow and patterned boy-meets-loses-regains girl. However, the
strength of the story is not in the plot, nor even in the characters, although they are
fully developed; it is in the candid, explicit, and forceful picture Koehn draws of the
bitter, brittle society of a devastated city laboring toward recovery under the burdens
of occupation, poverty, physical destruction, and the angry conflict that persisted
between factions within the political society.
Lavine, Sigmund A. Wonders of Pigs; written by Sigmund A. Lavine and Vincent Scuro; illus.
with photographs and prints. Dodd, 1981.80-2787. ISBN 0-396-07943-1. 80p. $6.95.
The authors give a few facts about the ancestors of the modern pig, and a consider-
Ad able amount of information about rites and superstitions about pigs, pigs in legend
4-7 and literature, et cetera, before they focus on facts about wild and domesticated pigs
[48]
and about pig breeding. Although this has an index that gives access to most of the
information, it doesn't quite compensate for the diffuse treatment of some of the
material in the text; for example, despite the extensive coverage early in the book, in
a chapter on "Lore of the Pig," some facts about pigs in show business appear in a
last chapter ("Pig Potpourri") that seems a collation of afterthoughts. The writing
style is adequate, but not smooth; although this seems designed for an older reader
than Jack Scott's The Book of the Pig (reviewed in the September, 1981 issue) it is
neither as well-organized nor as smoothly written; it has a slightly broader treatment
and the advantage of an index.
Leonard, Constance, The Marina Mystery. Dodd, 1981. 80-2781. ISBN 0-396-07930-X. 159p.
$7.95.
Tracy had loved Pete ever since she'd taken sailing lessons from him when she was
Ad thirteen. Now she was old enough to sail alone, and she'd sailed down to the Florida
6-9 marina where he worked, hoping still that he could learn to love her. What she found
was that Pete had a girl, that he considered Tracy a young pest, and that something
odd was going on at the marina. In an adequately written but conventionally con-
structed adventure-mystery (Tracy rescues Pete, thereby gaining his affection, un-
masking the venality of the other woman, solving a murder at the marina, and un-
covering a dope-smuggling operation) there's some colorful dockside atmosphere and
a modicum of suspense.
Lindgren, Astrid (Ericsson). I Want a Brother or Sister; illus. by Ilon Wikland; tr. by Barbara
Lucas. Harcourt, 1981. ISBN 0-15-239387-0. 29p. $7.95.
Lindgren's story of Dethronement Blues was first published in Sweden in 1978
R under the title Jag Vill Ocksa Ha Ett Syskon. Smoothly translated, illustrated with
4-6 realistic drawings that are weakened occasionally by over-ambitious use of perspec-
yrs. tive, and written in a guilefully simple style, this is the story of a small boy who
discovers that the baby sister he'd wanted isn't all that much fun. Besides, Mama and
Papa seem to love Lena more than they love him. Then Mama explains that all babies
S are lovable and troublesome; and that she needs his help. Having a vested interest
roves satisfying; later, there is a third child, and both Peter and Lena see that it's
easy to coo at a cuddly infant. Mama is busy, but, that is all right, since Peter and Lena
can have uninterrupted pillow fights. No pretense about this one; it's a brisk little tale
meant to assuage the pangs of jealousy, and it's very nicely done.
Lorimer, Lawrence T. Secrets. Holt, 1981. 81-5025. ISBN 0-03-059049-3. 192p. $10.95.
In an unusual and trenchant novel, Lorimer explores the character of a weak and
R charming man as he's seen by the adolescent daughter who moves from innocence to
7-10 a troubled realization of her father's nature. Told in retrospect (and convincingly) by
sixteen-year-old Maggie, the pattern of Harrison Thompson's personality emerges as
she sees him first: the charming, beloved pastor of an active congregation who baffles
her when she realizes he is telling a lie. Then there's another lie. Maggie resists the
knowledge that the lies are masking his affair with a parishioner until the evidence is
inescapable. Even when she learns from her unhappy but still protective mother that
it's not the first time, Maggie is ready to help defend her father against the formal
charges brought by an angry husband. But it's too late: with the irrevocable impetus
of a classic tragedy, Hap Thompson has engineered his own destruction and chooses
suicide rather than public disgrace. A moving and powerful story, this explores with
percipience the divided loyalty of the daughter who detests the deceit but loves the
deceiver, who agrees with her mother that the matter is in God's hands. "That's
about the only place I can leave it," the book ends, "I only hope that He treats my
father kindly."
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Love, Sandra. Crossing Over. Lothrop, 1981. 81-2613. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41984-4; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-688-51984-9. 155p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Because their mother is going to spend an intensive year in graduate school, Megan
Ad and Kevin, thirteen and ten, go to live with their divorced father, just starting a new
5-7 job at a military academy. Megan finds that although there are many girls at the
school there are some activities in which they can't participate. Even more disap-
pointing, she can't take art classes because she's not ajunior or senior. Since art is
her chief interest, she's delighted when she makes a friend of the art teacher
secretly-secretly, because Elise's house is off limits and Megan's already made
Daddy angry by breaking some school rules. The crux of the action is Megan's anger
at her father, her asking her mother if she can leave the academy, and her change of
heart, with a decision to spend the year as planned. This makes Daddy happy, and
Megan, too, is relieved when she and Daddy are able to talk about their problems in
living together. The characters are believable, as are the relationships, and the writ-
ing style is adequate; the book doesn't have quite enough strength in style or depth in
exploration of a situation to do without a firm story line, but this is undoubtedly the
best of the author's books thus far.
Mazer, Harry. I Love You, Stupid! T. Y. Crowell, 1981. 81-43033. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-
04120-9. Lib. ed. ISBN 0-670-04121-7. 185p. Trade ed. $10.50; Library ed. $9.89.
Seventeen and ever-ardent, Marcus wouldn't want anyone (especially his sophisti-
R cated friend Alec) to know he was a virgin, and he didn't himself understand why he
7-10 couldn't get a girl. There was one person he could tell: Wendy, a childhood friend
who'd moved back to town; she had a crush on Alec, and Marcus had a blazing crush
on the young divorcee for whom he babysat. Finally, Marcus and Wendy decided
they'd have sex together, just to find out what it was all about; once having had the
experience, Marcus wanted more. And more. Not until after they'd fought about it
and split up did Marcus realize that he'd fallen in love with Wendy. Despite the
/contemporary approach, this has old-fashioned, course-of-true-love appeal. The
writing style has vitality, the characters and relationships have depth, and the di-
alogue has humor; this is written with a fond perception of the adolescent's needs and
pressures.
Milbauer, Barbara. Suppose You Were a Netsilik: Teenagers in Other Societies. Messner,
1981. 81-2428. ISBN 0-671-32891-2. 157p. $8.79.
An interesting study in comparative anthropology contrasts the patterns of middle
R class, suburban adolescents (particularly in white families) in the United States with
7-10 the cultural patterns in Netsilik, Ibo, Hutterite and Cheyenne families; for these
societies the author describes the "uncontaminated state," i.e., the traditional mores
and folkways, although she acknowledges frequently the changes that have taken
place. Much of the book is devoted to general discussion of familial patterns, kindred
groups, and various societal influences. Nothing startling here, and nothing new
anthropologically, but the book is adequately organized and written, save for occa-
sional errors ("The moral and religious structure supply a rigid code of ethics .. ."),
and it serves to stimulate consideration of the factors that influence cultural
similarities and differences. A brief bibliography and a relative index are appended.
)dell, Frank. One Zillion Valentines; written and illus. by Frank Modell. Greenwillow, 1981.
81-2215. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00565-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00569-1. 29p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59.
Marvin and Milton, two frumpy but endearing boys, decide that valentines are for
l 1
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R everybody and that they needn't cost money (very handy decision if one has no
K-3 money) so they make their own-so many that they can slip a painted or crayoned
heart under every door in the neighborhood. The recipients are delighted, the left-
over valentines bring in enough money, when they're sold, to permit Marvin and
Milton to buy each other a large, heart-shaped box of candy, so everybody's happy.
This should also make readers happy, since it's sunny, positive, affectionate without
being sentimental, and brisk in tone and pace. Like earlier stories about Marvin and
Milton, this has charm, humor, and Positive Thinking But No Lesson-plus the
appropriately breezy drawings-to please readers-aloud as well as listeners.
Moore, Vardine, comp. Mice Are Rather Nice: Poems about Mice; illus. by Doug Jamison.
Atheneum, 1981. 80-23121. ISBN 0-689-30819-1. 76p. $7.95.
Author and first line indexes give access to a modest collection of poems about
Ad mice, the line drawings printed, as the text is in dark brown. Most of the selections
3-5 are brief, many are humorous, a few seem rather mature (Menke Katz's "Celebra-
tion" for example) for a collection that has several nursery rhymes. Pleasant enough,
amusingly illustrated, but not outstanding for either the scope or the variety of the
selections.
Morrison, Velma Ford. Going on a Dig; illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1981. 80-2776. ISBN
0-396-07915-6. 128p. $7.95.
After a discussion of what the science of archeology is and why it is important,
R Morrison describes the ways in which evidence is buried and ways in which it is
5-7 discovered and identified. The text then focuses on an archeological site at which
junior and senior high school students participate in the work after brief training
programs; it concludes with descriptions of some of the sites, and the knowledge
gained from them, in America, where-among other sites in various parts of the
United States-there were settled communities thousands of years before the
pyramids were constructed in Egypt. The writing style is occasionally awkward
("Archeology can be a fun science . . .") but the text is on the whole adequately
written and organized. The index is preceded by information on the archeological
programs for junior high, senior high, and adult groups-the Kampsville Field
Schools mentioned above.
Moskin, Marietta D. Dream Lake. Atheneum, 1981. 80-18999. ISBN 0-689-30821-3. 138p.
$8.95.
Hilary, who tells the story, is fourteen and has frequently had a dream in which she
Ad sees-in great detail-an unfamiliar lake. When she comes to spend a summer with a
6-8 great-aunt in New Hampshire, she is astounded to see that very lake just outside the
cottage. Also visiting is a supercilious older cousin, Emily. In interpolated and
italicized episodes set in 1745, the cousins are reflected in the persons of Margaret, an
indentured servant, and Abigail, the hostile daughter of Margaret's employers. One
of the time-slip sequences impels Hilary to rescue Emily from drowning, a situation
presaged by Margaret's failure to rescue Abigail. The story has an adequate writing
style, the appeal of the occult, and plenty of action, but the merging of real and
fanciful elements is laborious and the ending of the story is weak: Hilary goes back to
the city, feeling "different, freer, happier."
Murray, Joan. The CB Picture Dictionary; illus. by Rose Sommerschield. Doubleday, 1981.
80-1725. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-14782-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-14783-X. 58p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $9.90.
Cartoon style line drawings illustrate a collection of words and phrases used by
citizens band radio hams; at times there are explanatory captions, at times none.
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Some general terminology used by truckers is followed by grouped sets of CB vocab-
Ad ulary (parts of a truck, place names, terms used at terminal or on the road) but the
5-7 arrangement is disrupted by such double-page spreads as "Bob the Bean Hauler
Makes a Delivery." Lightweight, possibly transient, but of considerable current
interest.
Myers, Walter Dean. The Legend of Tarik. Viking, 1981. 80-27655. ISBN 0-670-42312-2.
185p. $9.95.
All of his family had been slaughtered by the cruel warrior El Muerte, and Tarik
Ad himself had been left for dead. He was found and nurtured, however, by the old priest
7-9 Docao and the blind scholar Nongo. Like Tarik, they had been hurt by El Muerte.
Along with another victim, the girl Stria, Tarik is trained as a warrior; he is also given
a horse, a magic sword, and the potent Crystal of Truth. The search and the battle are
long; eventually Tarik conquers El Muerte and becomes a legend, the almost-mythic
black hero who fought against evil and even pursued the evil wrought by the spirit of
El Muerte after his death. In some ways this story of medieval Africa has appeal and
strength: it provides a much-needed fantasy hero who is black, it follows the classic
pattern of Good triumphing over Evil, it is not overcrowded with characters or
symbols or arcane terminology. It is weakened, however, by the slow start and
equally slow pace, caused in part by the intermittent heaviness of the writing style.
The characters are credible but drawn with little depth or nuance; this would not be
an appropriate vehicle for the humor that distinguishes Myers' contemporary stories,
but it could use a little lightness to offset the malevolence and violence of the book.
Nixon, Jean Lowery. The Christmas Eve Mystery; illus. by Jim Cummins. Whitman, 1981.
81-345. ISBN 0-8075-1150-1. 32p. $5.50.
Susan and Mike ask their mother if they may go with a neighbor, Mr. O'Bryan, to a
M stable to learn if it's true that the animals talk at midnight on Christmas Eve. "It's
2-4 fine with me," Mother says. They go, and while Mr. O'Bryan is in the office with
friends, the children climb into the hayloft; they hear thieves talking about hiding
money, tell the adults, and the money is found. Just after midnight they realize they
have forgotten all about hearing the horses talk, but they decide that the horse whose
restless grunting had led to finding the money in her haybox had, in her own way,
"talked." The writing style is adequate, the plot contrived and slick.
Pace, Mildred Mastin. Pyramids: Tombs for Eternity; illus. by Radu Vero and Mirela Zisu.
McGraw-Hill, 1981. 79-11999. ISBN 0-07-048054-0. 192p. illus. with photographs.
$8.95.
Well-researched and written with restrained enthusiasm, this is an interesting
R companion volume to the author's Wrapped for Eternity: The Story of the Egyptian
6-9 Mummy (reviewed in the October, 1974 issue). Pace describes in detail how the first
pyramid was planned and constructed by Imhotep and how subsequent pyramids
were built; she discusses the intricate ways in which the inner burial chambers were
Aealed to prevent the ravages of thieves, not always successfully, and the many
incursions by thrill-seekers, archeologists, and believers in the cult of the pyramid
form. There are also chapters on the pyramids of Central America; the text is in-
formative, detailed, and logically organized. An index and a bibliography are ap-
pended.
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Park, Barbara. Don't Make Me Smile. Knopf, 1981. 81-4880. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84978-7;
Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94978-1. 114p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.99.
Charlie, ten, is the narrator and sees himself as a betrayed victim when his parents
Ad announce they are separating and will be getting a divorce. He finds a roundabout
3-5 way to let his classmates know, being too embarrassed to tell them directly; he's
determined to bring his parents together and asks for a family picnic for his eleventh
birthday. By that time, Charlie has learned to trust the child psychologist he's been
seeing, and when the birthday threesome proves to be an uncomfortable occasion,
Charlie puts in a quick call to his therapist; he marches back into the room and
politely asks his father to leave, a great relief to all three. And for the first time
Charlie smiles on his own, not because someone has told him to cheer up and smile.
Believable but not unusual, the story is a low-keyed approach to adjustment. It's
competently written, a bit slow-moving.
Parker, Nancy Winslow. The President's Car; introduction by Betty Ford. T. Y. Crowell,
1981. 79-7898. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-03963-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-03964-6.
58p. illus. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
A page or two is devoted to each official vehicle of a President of the United States,
R from the gilded ceremonial coach used by George Washington to the 1972 Lincoln,
3-6 custom-built, that has served the presidents of the present and the two previous
administrations. Each section carries some descriptive information about the vehicle
and the ways in which it was used, and a detailed but seldom labelled drawing of the
coach or car. A glossary, a brief bibliography, and a list of the places where those
vehicles still existing may be seen are appended to a useful ready-reference book.
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Horses of America. Holiday House, 1981. 81-4165. ISBN 0-8234-
0399-8. 80p. illus. with photographs. $10.95.
Photographs of good quality illustrate a straightforward text that gives descriptions
R of, and facts about, the horses and ponies bred and used in the United States. Patent
5-8 gives, first, some background information about the evolution of the horse and the
history of the horse in this country; the major part of the text is devoted to individual
breeds, including statements on how each is used; the text also includes facts about
ponies, wild horses, miniature horses, and it concludes with a chapter entitled "At
Work and at Play." A brief bibliography, a glossary, and an index are provided at the
close of a useful and carefully compiled book.
Peck, Richard. Close Enough to Touch. Delacorte, 1981. 81-65498. ISBN 0-440-01362-3.
133p. $10.95.
Matt, the high school junior who tells the story, is a lonely quiet boy who had just
begun to feel secure and happy in Dory's love when she died of an aneurysm of the
brain. Although Matt goes back, in his grief, to remember moments with Dory, the
story begins with her funeral and speaks with insight and sensitive perception to the
slow adjustment to loss, and later to the confusion and ambivalence he feels when he
first becomes interested in another girl, a very different sort of person. Like many
who have lost, Matt is afraid to love again, but he is young and resilient and he needs
to love and be loved. There are no great events here, no dramatic story line, but there
is a depth and compassion to Peck's depiction of an adolescent's coping with deep
emotional need that make the story compelling and bittersweet.
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Peek, Merle, ad. Roll Over! ad. and illus. by Merle Peek. Houghton/Clarion, 1981. 80-16675.
ISBN 0-395-29438-X. 24p. $8.95.
Yellow candlelight, in the blue moonlight that fills a large bedroom, casts a cheery
Ad warmth over the ten occupants (one child, nine animals) of a bed. A favorite device in
3-5 counting rhymes and songs is used as the text: "10 in the bed and the little one said
yrs. 'Roll over! Roll over!' They all rolled over and one fell out. 9 in the bed .. ." and so
on. As each animal falls out, it curls up happily to sleep on a rug or bench or trunk.
The child, in the end, blows out the candle and says, "Alone! At last!" The words are
recapitulated and musical notation for the melodic line provided at the end of the
book. Useful as a counting book, more for the child who has already learned that
three follows two than for the beginner who can less readily handle subtraction.
Pleasant but not outstanding.
Plotz, Helen, comp. Gladly Learn and Gladly Teach: Poems of the School Experience.
Greenwillow, 1981. 81-2344. ISBN 0-688-00594-2. 144p. $8.95.
A smorgasbord of academic and educational poetic commentaries, ranging from
' R tthe substantial, sometimes wistful memories of reminiscence to the lighter, some-
Stimes barbed, thrusts at educational institutions and their practitioners. Plotz, one of
our best anthologists, has gathered a wide and nicely varied range of poems and
grouped them under five headings. There are some poems from past generations or
other language sources; most of the selections are contemporary, British or Ameri-
can.
Purdy, Susan. Christmas Gifts Good Enough to Eat! A Holiday Cookbook; written and illus.
by Susan Purdy. Watts, 1981. 80-28510. Paper ed. ISBN 0-531-03542-5; Library ed.
ISBN 0-531-04314-2. 95p. Paper ed. $2.95; Library ed. $8.90.
An old hand at turning out better-than-average cookbooks for children, Purdy is
R careful about giving general instructions on terms, safety measures, measurements,
5- and procedures. In this companion volume to her Christmas Cookbook, she also
gives tips on wrapping, decorating, and mailing gifts of food. The recipes are clear
and well-organized, listing equipment as well as ingredients. Step-by-step procedures
are cited, illustrations are helpful and carefully placed, and red print is used to
distinguish ingredients from implements and instruction. The recipes are grouped
under the headings of cookies, candies, cakes and breads, savory snacks, and an
omnibus category entitled "Sauces, Cheese, Condiments, etc." The index gives
access to procedures as well as recipes.
Quackenbush, Robert. The Boy Who Waited for Santa Claus; written and illus. by Robert
Quackenbush. Watts, 1981. 80-22735. Trade ed. ISBN 0-531-02470-9; Library ed.
ISBN 0-531-04189-1. 29p. (Easy-Read Book) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $7.40.
As soon as he and his parents were back from summer vacation, Dirk started
Ad writing letters to Santa Claus. He went to school, because he had to, but otherwise he
2-3 never wanted to leave the house, even for Hallowe'en, because he thought that Santa
Claus might come. When Christmas came, and Dirk had received all the presents he
had asked Santa to bring him, he announced that he couldn't go out: he had to wait
for his birthday, in April. Adequately told and illustrated, the slight story is based on
a concept that few children have: that Santa Claus comes-or may come--any time
in the autumn.
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Quackenbush, Robert. City Trucks; written and illus. by Robert Quackenbush. Whitman,
1981. 81-441. ISBN 0-8075-1163-3. 37p. $6.95.
Mixed media illustrations with colors in one part of the spectrum (red, pink, yel-
Ad low, orange combine with black and white) show city scenes as background for the
3-6 various trucks that are identified in the text. They include delivery and maintenance
yrs. trucks, ambulances, fire trucks, fuel and garbage trucks, moving vans, and the many
kinds of trucks used for construction work. The text is appropriately minimal, the
drawings a bit crowded but varied enough to be interesting and detailed enough to be
useful for identification.
Ray, N. L. There Was This Man Running. Macmillan, 1981. 80-27225. ISBN 0-02-775760-9.
151p. $8.95.
The viewpoint shifts, in this Australian science fiction story, among several
Ad characters, but most of the action is seen from the viewpoint of Cass Macken, who is
6-9 there when the mysterious stranger, a man who had collapsed while running, begs the
boy to hide a key ring and not to tell. This is both the story of a creature from
outer space who assumes human form, and a novel about industrial espionage, since
it also includes the competition amongst the various swains who dote on an older
sister as well as the kidnapping of a younger sister who is hearing impaired but has
psychic powers, and since it's also a quasihumorous novel about the running battle
between Cass and a prying, overbearing neighbor, the author has all she can do to
keep these many elements in check if not in balance. Actually, although the story line
sags or gets muddled occasionally, Ray does quite a good job, thanks to some inter-
esting characters and lively dialogue.
Read, Mary Lyle. The Sack Man and the Grave. Abingdon, 1981. 80-26913. ISBN 0-687-
36690-9. 160p. $6.95.
Nine-year-old Victory comes to stay with her Great-aunt Agnes, whom she's never
NR met, because her widowed mother has to take summer courses. Both Agnes, who had
5-6 loved Victory's father, and Hallie, the black servant, make Victory feel completely
welcome. Victory becomes intrigued by the fact that an ancestor, to keep her family
money from the Yankees during the Civil War, had hidden it. Knowing that Aunt
Agnes is in need (the year is 1935), Victory determines that she'll find the treasure.
She does so with the help of two friends, after some sleepwalking to a gravesite and
after asking the Sack Man (a local "conjure man") to "unhex" the grave. The
suspense and the treasure-trove will undoubtedly appeal to readers, but the story is
weakened by shallow characterization, a pedestrian writing style, and by that literary
fault that has all but disappeared from contemporary children's books: having
characters who are black speak in dialect with regional speech patterns while the
white characters have no trace of the South in their speech. To say nothing of Aunt
Agnes "pouring over papers and ledgers."
Reesink, Marijke. The Princess Who Always Ran Away; illus. by Francoise Tresy. McGraw-
Hill, 1981. 80-16849. ISBN 0-07-051714-2. 24p. $8.95.
An original story in the fairytale tradition has an appealing heroine, a cruel father
M who loses her, and a weak structure and ending. Unlike her seven obedient older
K-3 sisters, the youngest princess loves her freedom and is always slipping off to be
alone; although the king loves her, he is so angry that he has her encased in a huge
ball, which is then thrown into the ocean. The ball is retrieved the next day, but it is
empty and the king never sees his child again; he never learns that the ball had been
found by a fisherman and that it had been opened by the princess (who had cleverly
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hidden an ax under her skirt). Some day, the story ends, you may meet a "slender,
barefooted girl in a torn dress, singing and laughing at the birds, that might just be her
... " The paintings, soft in colors and softly blurred in texture, have a watery
delicacy.
Rockwell, Anne F. Up a Tall Tree; illus. by Jim Arnosky. Doubleday, 1981. 79-7695. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-385-15556-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-15557-3. 63p. Trade ed. $4.95;
Library ed. $5.90.
Loosely based on a tale by the Grimm brothers, "The Spirit in the Bottle," this is
NR recast into a placid story for primary-grades readers; instead of a woodchopper and
2-3 his adolescent son, both father and mother are woodchoppers here, and the son who
follows their trade is, in the illustrations, much younger. The boy finds, as in the
original, a wee monster in a bottle; released, it grows huge. Rather than bargaining
for its freedom, as in the original, the monster here gives the boy some magical
objects that bring the family riches. The adaptation is weak in both style and struc-
ture.
Rounds, Glen. Mr. Yowder and the Train Robbers; written and illus. by Glen Rounds. Holi-
day, 1981. 81-2198. ISBN 0-8234-0394-7. 44p. $7.95.
"And here, for the first time, is the true and unadorned account," Rounds begins,
and tells his version of the shoot-out in which our hero faced the desperados, includ-
S3-5 ing the part played by twenty-seven rattlesnakes. Thus begins another tall-tale Yow-
der romp during which he teaches a rattlesnake to tie itself into knots as shown in a
SBoy Scout Manual and uses his snake friends to help recover the loot (U.S. mail) that
the four villains have stolen. To add to the joy of this breezy, funny story are the deft
and comic line drawings and an engaging surprise ending.
Rubin, Amy Kateman. Children of the Seventh Prophecy. Warne, 1981. 80-23522. ISBN
0-7232-6200-4. 178p. $8.95.
In the first volume of a planned trilogy, the author uses the familiar fantasy
Ad framework of the struggle between good and evil, and the incarnation of evil is the
5-7 Unking, the powerful enemy of both humans and trolls. The seventh prophecy, a
scroll so puissant that it casts its own light, is to separate the trolls and the peoples
forever, erasing all their memories of each other. When two children, Alice and
Bernard, meet a young troll, Klig, they join his quest to save the seventh prophecy;
both children learn that they can-like Klig-perform some acts of magic, but it is the
strength of the scroll itself that banishes the Unking "for ages to come." The story is
adequately written save for occasional florid phrases or abrupt shifts in mood; it has
good pace, convincing structure within the fantasy parameters, and enough suspense
to hold a reader's interest despite the infrequent sag in the story line.
Rydberg, Viktor. The Christmas Tomten; tr. from the Swedish by Lone Thygesen Blecher and
George Blecher; ad. by Linda M. Jennings; illus. by Harald Wiberg. Coward, 1981.
81-3225. ISBN 0-698-20528-6. 31p. $9.95.
Effective in composition, deft in the handling of tonal values and of light and
Ad shadow, the paintings are as attractive in the interior scenes as in the snowy land-
K-3 scapes of Sweden. Adapted from a translation, this has a flat quality that adds little to
the appeal of a traditional story about the Christmas Eve travels of the little Tomten
who brings gifts. In this fantasy, the Christmas Tomten asks Vigg, the adopted son of
kindly Mother Gertrude, to come with him. Vigg sees, as they distribute gifts, that
wealthy families have many more gifts, and he becomes envious. They visit the Hall
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of the Mountain King, and Vigg learns that it is Mother Gertrude's unselfish love that
rescues a princess (his own greed had almost condemned her, when such things were
weighed on a scale) and he repents and is grateful for his modest, useful gifts. The
lesson emerges with didactic strength, burdening the fantasy.
Sattler, Helen Roney. Dinosaurs of North America; illus. by Anthony Rao. Lothrop, 1981.
80-27411. ISBN 0-688-51952-0. 151p. $10.95.
An oversize book gives intensive and extensive coverage to the topic, and is
R illustrated with carefully detailed drawings; comparative size is at times evident in
5-9 the drawings but always available from the text. The author describes the three
periods of the Mesozoic Era, with the topographical and climatic changes that af-
fected the drifting continents and the life that existed on them. Each type of dinosaur
is carefully described, with specific body measurements included, as well as facts
about appearance and behavior; habitat is also discussed. A list of sites, by location,
of North American dinosaur discoveries is provided, as are a reading list and a
relative index. A comprehensive book, this, with reference use.
Scarry, Richard. Best Christmas Book Ever! written and illus. by Richard Scarry. Random
House, 1981. 81-5172. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84936-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-
94936-6. 43p. Trade ed. $4.95. Library ed. $5.99.
Two or four pages are given over to each story, in a grab-bag collection that may
M well be one of the most contrived Christmas books ever. The oversize pages are
3-5 cluttered with patches of print and cartoon-style drawings; the texts are choppy,
yrs. written in present tense. The combination of familiar characters and the Christmas
themes (Santa's sleigh breaks down, everybody in Busy-town brings gifts to solitary
old Aunt Kitty, a community Christmas tree is put up) as well as the perennial appeal
of animal characters will probably attract Scarry fans despite the mediocrity of the
book.
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Lucretia the Unbearable; illus. by Janet Stevens. Holiday
House, 1981. 81-1923. ISBN 0-8234-0395-5. 36p. $8.95.
An inveterate but not incurable hypochondriac, Lucretia Bear irritates her friends
Ad by fussing about her imaginary or anticipated ills, although she's given a clean bill of
K-3 health by her doctor. When she falls while biking, Lucretia is convinced she has
come to a tragic end, and her friends brusquely suggest a Band-aid is all that's
needed. She is also called unbearable, and when she thinks it over she sees why and
decides to mend her ways. This doesn't have the punch that is in most Sharmat
stories, and the humor is subdued, inherent in the situation rather than the action.
The softly shaded pencil drawings are a bit crowded on most pages, but they're deftly
executed; the story line is placid but the situation should appeal to the lap audience,
and the animal characters surely will do so.
Simon, Hilda. The Magic of Color; written and illus. by Hilda Simon. Lothrop, 1981. 81-5044.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00619-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00620-5. 55p. Trade ed.
$8.95; Library ed. $8.59.
Almost all books on color that have been designed for children focus on the colors
R in paint, so that blue and yellow always make green. Simon, skilled as an illustrator
4-7 as well as a science writer, takes a broader approach and shows not only some of the
* effects and relationships of paint colors, but also those of the colors of light. She
gives, in a smoothly combined use of text and picture, a great deal of information
about color and color vision, demonstrates some of the ways in which combinations
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of colors may be manipulated to achieve specific effects, and shows how printing
techniques make it possible to produce many colors from a few basic ones. Lucid,
informative, and handsome.
Skurzynski, Gloria. Safeguarding the Land; Women at Work in Parks, Forests, and Range-
lands. Harcourt, 1981. 80-8805. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-15-269956-2; Paper ed.
ISBN 0-15-269957-0. 162p. Hardcover ed. $9.95.; Paper ed. $3.95.
The major part of this text consists of descriptions of the training and the careers of
R three women: a National Park Ranger, a Wildland Fire Specialist, and a Range
6-9 Conservationist. This is not the usual quick scanning of a spectrum of jobs; Skur-
zynski follows the three subjects' careers closely and in detail, describing the prob-
lems they have had as women in traditionally male-dominated fields. The work itself,
and the setting, are in each case dramatic enough to hold the interest of the general
reader; to those interested in working in the wild as conservationists the book should
be of even more interest. A range of useful lists is included: schools that offer degrees
in park administration, forestry, or range management; pamphlets on careers in
natural resources; and agencies like the Smithsonian Institution that furnish general
information.
Sleator, William. The Green Futures of Tycho. Dutton, 1981. 80-23020. ISBN 0-525-
31007-X. 133p. $10.25.
Tycho, youngest of four, finds a silvery metal egg when digging in his garden; his
M domineering and unpleasant siblings try to get it from him, but Tycho insists he
5-8 doesn't have it, then admits he has it but won't display it. The egg proves to be a
magical device that takes Tycho on time trips, a device that can be set to the second
at any point in time. Curious despite his fears, Tycho moves into a series of futures in
which he sees himself and the other children as adults, warped and unhappy. In some
the eleven-year-old Tycho confronts his hostile adult self. Finally, in despair, he goes
back to the Mesozoic ooze in which the egg (as readers know from the book's brief
preface) was first dropped; then he can go back to the instant of finding the egg when
back in his own time. This time, however, he throws it away. It's a new variant of an
old science fiction concept, and it will probably appeal to sf buffs, but it is not as
successful as some of Sleator's other fanciful writing, in part because it is structurally
repetitive, in part because the bitter nastiness of the children seems overdrawn and
without provocation.
Sobol, Donald J. Angie's First Case. Four Winds, 1981. 80-70011. ISBN 0-590-07564-0. 117p.
illus. $8.95.
Angie, twelve, is determined to find the identity of the gang of teenagers who have
Ad been taunting the police with telephone calls after each robbery; in part, her zeal is
4-6 due to a desire to help her older sister, a policewoman who has been Angie's pro-
tector since their parents were killed in an accident. After being caught, with her
friend Jess, by the gang, Angie traps them, but her sister is busy on another case and
it doesn't redound to her credit (and advancement) as Angie had hoped. However,
Angie has been putting bits of the puzzle together and comes up with an answer to the
counterfeit money her sister's been tracing-and the story ends with a bang-up fight
in which her sister, with Angie's help, subdues three hefty males. Case concluded
and, presumably, kudos to big sister. There's no time for characterization here, as
the action is unremitting, but the deductive work done by Angie and Jess is within the
bounds of credibility, there's some humor in the dialogue, and it's nice to have two
sisters as active participants in an adventure story.
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Southall, Ivan. The Golden Goose. Greenwillow, 1981. 81-2047. ISBN 0-688-00608-6. 180p.
$9.95.
King of the Sticks ended with Preacher Tom's kidnapping of Cuthbert, the slow
Ad youngest child of the widowed Rebecca, because it was thought that Cuthbert had the
6-8 power of divining metal in the ground. Here, in the second volume of a projected
trilogy set in the Australian outback in the 1850's, the boy is led about the coun-
tryside at a frantic pace, urged by Preacher Tom to find gold. The man is killed, the
boy rescued by his dauntless mother-but not before the rumor of the "golden
goose" has started a gold rush. At the close of the story, Cuthbert suspects he does
have the golden touch, but ignores it to return home with Rebecca. Like the first
book, this has a dramatic setting, spare structure, and a rambling, staccato writing
style that is not easy to read; this has a bit more cohesion, however, and a stronger
ending.
Springstubb, Tricia. Give and Take. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1981. 80-28463. ISBN 0-316-
80785-0. 210p. $8.95.
Naomi is plump and shy, deeply in love with Danny; her best friend Polly is cool
Ad and composed, casual about the fact that Boom Boom (popular, handsome, a class
6-9 hero) has asked her to the graduation prom. Both girls have a rocky romantic road:
Naomi and Danny split up and are reunited, while Polly fights against her own love
for another boy, quiet and shy, until she realizes, at the prom, that she can't be cool
about him. All through the book the friendship between Polly and Naomi has misun-
derstandings and estrangements that come and go in realistic style. All of the re-
lationships end on a positive note, and there's enough other material (family, other
friends, other interests) to give the story balance. The characterization and writing
style are competent, the author's insight into the complexity of the adolescent years
perceptive; the plot is not strong or focused, but is believable..
Strang, Celia. This Child Is Mine. Beaufort, 1981. 80-28457. ISBN 0-8253-0049-5. 156p.
$9.95.
Fourteen-year-old Tally is the narrator in a story about protective love, her love for
Ad her flighty older sister's illegitimate child. Tally feeds and cuddles little Sean, worries
7-9 about money to provide what he needs, worries about what will happen to him when
school starts in the fall, worries most of all when she realizes that her sister is trying
to sell the child. Tally runs off with the baby, becomes ill, is found and brought home.
In an all-problems-solved ending, the flighty sister departs, an older sister (widowed
and with two small children) decides to move back home, and Tally's widowed
mother quits her job, so that she can stay home with her three grandchildren and
draw social security payments. The writing is adequate in style, as the plot is in
structure, but neither is impressive; Tally's love for Sean is touching but over-
described; the strongest aspect of the book is the characterization of the self-centered
sister, oblivious to anyone's need or wish but her own.
Thomas, Jane Resh. The Comeback Dog; illus. by Troy Howell. Houghton/Clarion, 1981.
80-12886. ISBN 0-395-29432-0. 62p. $7.95.
Grieving over the loss of his dog, Daniel claims he doesn't want another dog, but
Ad when he finds one that is near death, he takes her home and gives her loving care. The
2-4 dog, Lady, gets well but seems fearful and hostile; irritated, Daniel lets her off the
leash to run away. When she comes back, some weeks later, her face bristling with
porcupine quills, he's again irritated but quickly decides to help Lady and is then
gratified when she shows trust and affection. An adequate but not outstanding dog
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story, this has good family relations, a slight plot, and attractive pencil drawings that
are realistically detailed and nicely incorporated into the layout of the pages.
Thorn, John, Baseball's 10 Greatest Games. Four Winds, 1981. 80-66251. ISBN 0-590-
07665-5. 200p. illus. with photographs. $9.95.
Thorn, author of several adult baseball books, writes with considerable flair, using
R the colorful language of the best sports reporters. For each of the ten games he has
6-9 chosen, he gives some background information and then moves into present tense for
a play-by-play game description, a technique that gives immediacy to the action. This
book is for the devoted baseball fan; it includes such highlights of diamond history as
Larsen's perfect game and the equally dramatic moment when Haddix lost, with one
bad pitch, the no-hitter, the shutout, and the game in a twelve-inning cliffhanger.
Game statistics are included, as is an index.
Veglahn, Nancy J. Fellowship of the Seven Stars. Abingdon, 1981. 81-1120. ISBN 0-687-
12927-3. 175p. $7.95.
Mazie, who tells the story of her involvement with the Fellowship in retrospective,
R is an adolescent whose parents have always been appreciative of the fact that she has
7-10 been helpful and cooperative, unlike her brother Rich. Always in trouble, amoral, a
drifter, Rich gets all the attention. Perhaps this is why the group life of Messengers of
God, as the Fellowship members call themselves, is so appealing. Perhaps it's be-
cause each new member is welcomed with love. Mazie joins-and then she sees the
pressure to conform to the rules, the pressure to earn money (selling pencils on the
street) for the group, the defensive propaganda, the strictures of the cult. It isn't easy
to break away, but Mazie does. This is perhaps the best of the several novels for
young people about the cult commune; the first-person approach enables the reader
to see why such groups are attractive and why their propaganda is insidious. The
characters are portrayed with strength and conviction albeit with varying depth; the
writing style is smooth. This may be written as an expose, and indeed it serves that
purpose well, but it is also a well-structured story that is not obscured by the mes-
sage.
Weil, Lisl. The Story of the Wise Men and the Child; written and illus. by Lisl Weil.
Atheneum, 1981. 81-2561. ISBN 0-689-30860-4. 28p. $9.95.
Touches of blue and gold relieve the austerity of the angular black and white of
Ad drawings that illustrate a retelling of the Gospel of Matthew. The style of the retelling
K-3 is simple and may be more comprehensible to young children than the Biblical ver-
sion, but what it gains in simplicity it loses in grace, since the writing has none of the
sonorous quality of the Biblical version.
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